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Although The Postcard and this book, The Crossing do not come close to the interest Beverly Lewis

drew in her 3 book series, Shunning, Confession and Reckoning, this book was good enough to

hold my interest and a fitting conclusion to the Postcard. It seemed shallow compared to the other 3

books, and had a very predictable outcome. I do hope Beverly will write more of the quality found in

the Shunning series. END

I have enjoyed this series even more than the Heritage of Lancaster series. Rachel seemed like a

real person, a friend that I could sympathize and rejoice with. Hopefully, Beverly Lewis will tell us

more of what happens with Rachel now that she has found her way in life again.



I was very eager to open this book, and it took me a little over a day to read this. I enjoyed this book

as much as I enjoyed The Heritage of Lancaster County and The Postcard. I thought that towards

the end Rachel would shut the door on Philip, only to see that somehow God told Philip to go back

to where Rachel lives, and then have his whole life changed to the Amish ways. I eagerly await

more fictional books on the Amish. I only got started.

I really enjoyed both books in this series. This is the first time I have read books dealing with the

Amish. I learned something about their way of life. I am also a widow just like Rachel Yoder. I was

able to relate on this level. I plan to read more books by Beverly Lewis in the future.

I thought this was a wonderful ending to the story of Rachel. I read it within a week, but I didn't read

quite as fast as I did the Heritage of Lancaster County. But still very good. Allthough I wish the

author would have went to more detail about Rachel and Phillips life at the end. I still thought it was

good and I'm looking forward to her next book.

Oh this was such a good read. And as usual when you pick up a Beverly Lewis story, about one

paragraph in and you feel like you've gone home for a visit with family and friends. Still my favorite

author of all because her style of good clean stories is so refreshing ..... Both for mind and soul! So

stop reading my review and start with her very first book published and catch up on all the going-ons

within the community. I'm pretty sure you'll be happy if you do.

I read until my eyes began to feel the strain. I rested them for the night and finished the next

morning. It is a wonderful ending to The Postcard. I enjoyed this series more than the Shunning

series.Rachel's struggles became very real to me. I was so taken with her character. This is a must

read.It is very easy to read as the language of the Plain people is very straight forward and direct.

No big fancy words with obscure meaning. I loved the ending. All of the characters are realistic to

me. Faith, love and family and the simplicity of life. How how complicated we have made things in

our quest to make things better.

The Crossroad is the sequel to The Postcard. I would not consider it to be a standalone novel, as it

really is a continuation of the first book. I would only recommend reading it, if you have read The

Postcard. I enjoyed both booksâ€”The Crossroad was even better than The Postcard. I recommend

both books to those who enjoy Amish fiction, particularly if you are interested in their beliefs as



followers of God.Rachel, the primary female character, and the focus of the story, has lost her sight

due to psychological trauma. The main plotline follows Rachel as she recognizes that she is no

longer satisfied with being blind and she is ready to do whatever it takes regain her vision. Although

I found this part of the story quite compelling, I was most fascinated with several of the subplots

which centered on specific beliefs and traditions held sacred by the Amish. There are numerous

interesting threads in the story and I would consider The Crossroad to be the antithesis of a boring

read.Philip Bradley continues to impress readers in this book, as the man who might just possibly be

perfect for Rachel. Several secondary characters add interest to the story. Lavina is one that I

especially like. She has more than average courage and conviction, though is generally considered

to be lacking in some areas. God uses her to bless others in unexpected ways.I recommend this

book to those who enjoy Amish fiction.
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